
Get Ready!
*All rules in blue are for players who do not have 
a copy of the game*

Place stack of shuffled cards in front of you.
Print out PDF below for cards, or in one minute find 
as many objects in your house as you can and have 
them nearby.

Place Truth and Lie tiles face down. 
Draw your own Truth/Lie tiles, find a coin, or pick a 
card from a deck (ex: red equals Truth, black 
equals Lie).

Call the other player on any video chat program. 
Place phone or laptop so they can only see your 
face.

Decide on a predetermined score to win.

Virtual Rules

Play! (2 Players)
The Describer
Without letting your opponent see, flip over 
one of the tiles in front of you, revealing 
either TRUTH or LIE. Now you know if you’re 
supposed to tell the truth or lie this round!

Pick any card from your deck without letting 
the other player see. 
Pick a printed card or one of your objects.

When you’re ready, tell your opponent what 
you see — either being honest or lying, 
depending on what tile you flipped. For 
dramatic effect, get EXTRA close to 
the camera.

The Guesser
You get to ask three questions about the 
item your opponent described. 

The Describer then answers you based on 
the tile they flipped over earlier. If they flipped 
TRUTH, they must answer you honestly. If 
they flipped LIE, they must make up an 
answer that builds on their lie.

Once all three questions have been asked 
and answered, it’s time for a verdict! Say 
whether you think the Describer is telling the 
truth or lying.

The Describer then reveals their tile. If the 
Guesser got it right, they win a point for 
the round! If they were wrong, the 
Describer wins.

Play! (4 Players)
The Describers
Without letting your opponents see, each 
Describer flips over a tile. One of you will lie 
and the other will tell the truth!

Together, pick any card from the deck 
without letting the other team see. 
Pick a printed card or one of your objects.

When you’re ready, tell your opponents what 
you see — either being honest or lying, 
depending on what tile you have. For 
dramatic effect, get EXTRA close to the 
camera.

The Guessers
Each of you gets to ask two questions. You 
can ask one to each Describer or both to the 
same Describer. 

The Describers must then answer you 
based on the tile they flipped over earlier 
(Truth or Lie).

Once all four questions have been asked 
and answered, it’s time for a verdict! As a 
team, declare who you think is lying and who 
you think is telling the truth. 

The Describers then reveal their tiles. If the 
Guessers got it right, they win a point for the 
round! If they were wrong, the 
Describer team wins a point.
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Mix it Up! Make up consequences, such 
as having the loser answer truth or dare 
questions!
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Hint:
If you choose to play with found objects 
from around your house, the crazier the 
better! 
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Cut out cards and place face down in a pile.



Cut out cards and place face down in a pile.


